2020 Travel Photography Course
in association with HM Photos

The course will comprise
of 5 evening sessions
and an optional local
Travel-Tour.
Day 1 - Introduction to Travel Photography
» Familiarization of camera and equipment. On
the first night we will look at what gear people
have and make some recommendations for
further purchases.
» Basic photography instruction. How to get the
best out of your camera.
» Some basic lighting principles using studio lights.
» Alternative lighting techniques including painting
with light, flash and Ambient light combinations.

Day 2 - Long Exposures/ Night
Photography
» Long exposures and working with
tripods (or not)
» Shutter speeds
» Back curtain sync
» Remotes, apps other and different
ways to achieve trigger release
» ND Filters (Haida Filters talk)
» Set home projects
» Backgrounds
“If you are looking to challenge yourself and get out of ‘Auto’ and into
manual mode with your DSLR camera, then I would highly recommend
Rod Black’s 5-week course.
I now have a far better understanding of exposure, composition, control
of flash lighting, depth of field, etc. The course is very practical and
hands on and benefits from the small group (6) interactions and ideas.”
— Colin Stansfield

Day 3 - Night Photography Review and
Portrait Photography
» Review home projects and discuss
» Explore portraiture indoor techniques
and outdoor techniques
» People in the street
» Candid photography – long to wide
lenses and shutter speeds
» Cultural sensitivity
» How to get invited in
» Home Project

Day 4 - Action Photography
» Getting to the best spot – 1 step left –
camera on the ground or above the head
» Focus tracking
» Shutter speeds and depth of fields ISO
» Continuous drive
» Fast flash speeds with open shutter
exercises
» Lens choice
“It has been an incredible experience
to learn from such an experienced and
knowledgeable photographer. Rod has
had many years of experience and has
really taken my photography to the next
level. Rod is not only a teacher but a
photographer who inspires his students.
I would highly recommend his classes to
anyone at any level. Absolutely brilliant!“
— Korina Pomeroy.

Day 5 - Equipment Options for Travel (Camera House
Demonstrations)
» Course assessment activity
» Equipment options
» Filter kits
» Speed light options
» LED Options
» Reducing the weight
» Back packs
» Review

Optional Local Photo-Tour & Workshop
Attendees are welcome to join our half day photo-tours
in the Yarra Valley to put their new skills into practice and
we will offer them a 50% discount. Additional $90 includes
travel and tuition.

“I have learnt more in the last few weeks of this course than I had learnt
in the last 40 years of doing photography”
— Hette Thomas

“Rod has the ability to gently encourage the participants to identify
and embrace the challenges of putting all of the factors together to
achieving pleasing photographs.
I believe I have changed from a Snapper to more of a Photographer,
this will be an ongoing journey but one I now relish much more than
before my involvement with this course”
— Richard

Click on this Facebook icon to
join our exclusive member-only
group where you can connect with
like-minded individuals and ask
questions about photography

What to bring on the day?
Your DSLR Camera - fully charged battery
Spare batteries & charger (optional)
Memory card / SD card
Tripod (if you have one)
Flash kit (if you have one)
Notebook & pen

COVID-19 Precaution Notice:
We are taking all the necessary safety precautions
to ensure that both our instructor and participants
are safe. All surfaces will be thoroughly cleaned
before and after the class. Hand sanitisers will be
provided. We will respect social distancing rules
of 1.5 metres therefore call will only be held with
maximum of 8 participants.

